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170 years ago Women in the U.S. were not allowed to:

v Vote.
v Receive a higher education.
v Own their voice or have a say in their rights.
v Own property, money or belongings.

In fact, women themselves were often considered to be 
‘property’.

Then one day… one woman spoke out.
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170 years ago, on July 9 in upstate New York a young
housewife & mother was invited to tea with four women friends.
During the conversation Elizabeth Cady Stanton poured out her
discontent with the limitations placed on women under
America’s new democracy.

10 days later on July 19 & 20 the first “Convention to discuss
the social, civil, and religious condition & rights of women” took
place at the Wesleyan Chapel in Seneca Falls.

2 days later on July 22, a total of 68 women and 32 men signed
the Declaration of Sentiments, a document that included an
amended quote from the Declaration of Independence. They
added two controversial words…

Thus began a revolution. And not everyone was happy about it.
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The women did not give up. At great personal risk they 
continued to fight for their rights in these arenas. 

And, they prevailed.

Just in time for the Presidential election of 1920, the 19th 
amendment was passed, allowing women to vote.

The Declaration of Sentiments was condemned by many, including 
local newspaper The Oneida Whig, which called it: 

”The most shocking & unnatural 
event ever recorded in the 

history of Womanity"



SINCE THEN, WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY, BABY.
BUT WE ARE NOT THERE YET.
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We still need to create change 
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#MeToo gave us the courage to face our pain 
and share our stories.

“I Am a Superwoman” is the next step.

Our goal is to inspire and empower women & men and
boys & girls to move forward together as we recalibrate
and re-educate our collective mindset.

We honor those five courageous, ordinary/extraordinary
women who had a vision over a pot of tea 170 years ago.
Those women (and the men who stood with them) risked
everything to start an Equali-Tea revolution.

Now it’s our turn to step up and complete the evolution.

Yes, #NowItsUp2Me. And you. And all of us.
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To think, it all started with Tea.
Now, it’s up to us to carry it through to the end…
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Humanitea
Equalitea

Humilitea

Tenacitea

Diversitea

Generositea

Accountabilitea

Responsibilitea 

Indivisibilitea
Unitea 
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THE RECALIBRATION OF A NEW GENERATION 

#NowItsUp   Me#IAmaSuperwoman 2 
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E V E N T  G U I D E  &  O V E R V I E W  
I AM A SUPERWOMAN

A live history re-enactment of the 1848 Tea Party that started the revolution will be staged at
the Wesleyan Chapel in Seneca Falls, NY State, the original venue for the signing of the
Declaration of Sentiments. The live event will host male & female dignitaries, victors,
celebrities & showcase a Collective Personal Bill of Rights that will incorporate contributions
from women (and the men who love them) from many sectors of the population.

JULY 09 SENECA FALLS LIVE CELEBRATION

+ WORD-OF-MOUTH VIRAL VIDEO CHALLENGE

JULY 21RED CARPET GALA & AUCTION

A powerful and interactive social media video challenge will be launched in tandem with the
above event to solicit powerful national (and global) awareness and solidarity in community.
Celebrities will also participate. Think ALS Ice Bucket Challenge… only without the ice or the
bucket!

The Beverly Hilton Hotel in Los Angeles will play host to Celebrities & global influencers
committed to amplifying crucial discussions to combat human trafficking and domestic and
sexual violence. Celebrity memorabilia including Whitney Houston’s Schimmel piano will be
auctioned on the night. Tickets on sale now.

JULY 20I AM A SUPERWOMAN SUMMIT
The I Am a Superwoman Empowerment Summit will play host to award-winning female and
male speakers who will share their personal success stories and their views on Equality in
2018. The all day event will include panels and key notes. More information to come.
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ICONIC 1848 TEA PARTY LIVE RE-ENACTMENT

I Am a Superwoman is excited to create a live history re-enactment of the 1848
Suffragist Tea Party that triggered a revolution—the one that became the
Women’s Rights Movement. The event will be staged in Seneca Falls, NY at the
Wesleyan Chapel (the original venue for the signing of the Declaration of
Sentiments) on the grounds of the Women’s Right’s National Historical Park.

The live history re-enactment will be followed by a high tea party leading into the
official program that will highlight special guest speakers including female and
male dignitaries, leaders, victors, celebrities and everyday members of the
community. The program of events will also include a showcase of the Collective
Personal Bill of Rights that will incorporate contributions from women (and the
men who love them) from many sectors of the population.

A powerful and interactive social media video challenge will also be launched in
tandem with the iconic re-enactment, beginning with a powerful “50 in 50”
campaign. Top women leaders in every state will be asked to make a toast in
celebration of the 170-year anniversary while reading their Personal Bill of Rights
to camera. The women will challenge their mentors and mentees to do the same.

The entire program of events will be televised live to millions of people via social
media to encourage the interaction of adults and children from all around the world
to support of the #IAmaSuperwoman #NowItsUp2Me movement.
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Reciprocitea 

Publicitea 

Communitea

Viralitea 
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WE WILL RETWEET YOUR VIDEOS & SELECT WINNERS
WHO GET TO READ THEIR BILL OF RIGHTS ON TV OR ON STAGE! 

Social Media Word-of-mouth 
community Video Challenge

PHASE 2 – MAINSTREAM VIDEO CHALLENGE

1. Pen your Personal Bill of Rights
2. Raise a cup of tea to honor 170th Anniversary
3. Read your rights on video & challenge 10 others
4. Post your video to social media using #NowItsUp2Me
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SAMPLES: PERSONAL BILL OF RIGHTS
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I AM A SUPERWOMAN: RED CARPET & GALA

The I Am a Superwoman producers are proud to announce the Red Carpet
Gala & Auction will be held at the international ballroom of the Beverly Hilton
Hotel in Los Angeles, home to the Golden Globes.

Hollywood’s leading women and men will be invited to attend the gala which
promises to be a glamorous night of activism and entertainment. The
producers will also extend invitations to former victims of domestic and sexual
violence and human trafficking to share their stories of survival with the
guests.

A live auction will be conducted during the evening with guests being invited to
bid on items ranging from women owned antiques and historical artifacts to
Celebrity memorabilia, including a Schimmel piano that the late Whitney
Houston purchased with her very first royalty check.
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Richard Marcello is a modern treasure hunter, but instead of seeking chests filled with
doubloons, he scours the globe for museum-caliber pieces and in particular rare
memorabilia owned by people from within the Arts and Entertainment industry.

The producers are humbled and delighted to announce that Richard, his business
partner Dianna and beautiful daughter Rose have generously agreed to share the
proceeds of the auction of the one-of-a-kind Schimmel grand piano which first
belonged to the much loved singer Whitney Houston. This piano was the first item the
Grammy Award-winning singer purchased using her first royalty check in the business!

The producers are also proud to announce they and the Marcello’s have agreed to set
up an Education fund in honor of Whitney & Rose. The fund will provide much
needed resources to help women and girls in the United States and around the world.

Whitney’s Schimmel piano will be incorporated in the I Am a Superwoman music
video PSA with the aim being to encourage as many Celebrities to play it, be
photographed with it and inevitably sign it to increase the piano’s value and stimulate
multiple bids during the global auction. The piano and other Whitney Houston
memorabilia including gowns, furniture and jewelry will be auctioned live during the
Red Carpet Gala.

AUCTION: WHITNEY HOUSTON’S PIANO



JENNIFER 
LOPEZ

Kim Burse 
Creative Director 

I AM A SUPERWOMAN – MUSIC VIDEO & PSA

I Am a Superwoman producers are actively pursuing Alicia Keys to become
involved in the next phase of the I Am a Superwoman project, and namely in the
creation of a music PSA. The hope is to have Keys produce a re-recording of the
decade old song and star in the video (along with 4 other singers). Several story arcs
will be scripted and incorporated into a multi layered music video which will be cut
into a series of music PSAs dedicated to particular issues including bullying, human
trafficking and domestic violence. The campaign aims to give young women ages 12-
26 the inspiration that they can have boundaries with their bodies, AND that they can
be anything they want to be in life!

The campaign producers will team up with award-winning music Creative Director
Kim Burse. Kim specializes in crafting artist's show music and vocals and has
worked with top selling artists including Beyonce (18 years), Brandy, Ciara and
more recently Jennifer Lopez where she served as Creative Music Director for the
sold out Vegas shows. Casting Director & Producer Natasha Ward has also signed
up for the project. Ward has worked with all the major studios and networks on hits
including box office smash “The Perfect Match”, to independent films like "Kicks"
starring Oscar winner Mahershala Ali. Most recently, Ward’s feature film which was
shot in 1 day in 1 single take on an iphone, "A Boy, A Girl, A Dream”, was selected for
the 2018 Sundance Film Festival and now distributed by Samuel Goldwyn.
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SafePassageLives.org

DBA of Women Crowned in Glory, Inc

A TESTIMONIAL FROM CHRISTINA  AGUILERA

SAFE PASSAGE is a 501(c)3 providing hope, opportunity, and
empowerment to victims of domestic violence. SAFE PASSAGE’S
powerful training programs provide women and children the stability
and tools to build self-confidence and a deep personal love for
themselves and others.

I AM A SUPERWOMAN is thrilled to welcome Trish Steele and the
SAFE PASSAGE board of directors to the SUPERWOMAN movement!

Beneficiary SHEROES United has confirmed SAFE PASSAGE as it’s
preferred Los Angeles facility to help meet the demand for the much
needed support of victims of domestic assault.
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WILL YOU WEAR AN ‘S’ ON YOUR CHEST FOR 
THE NEXT GENERATION OF SUPERWOMEN?
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A MOVEMENT OF WOMEN WHO DARE 
TO CHANGE THE WORLD 

THROUGH LOVE

DARE = DIGNITY. ACTION. RESPECT. EDUCATION
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Human Trafficking 
& Sexual Slavery

About Us

SHEROES United is a fully registered & operational 501(c)3.  
Our nonprofit carries out a DRAMATIC MISSION:

ABOLISHING
Domestic & Sexual 
Violence

ERADICATING

Our Women Warriors & First Responders 

SUPPORTING
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The need for change is evident. One in three women across the 
globe will be raped, beaten or murdered in her lifetime.  

Women worldwide are facing increased economic disparity, 
especially in cases of extreme poverty. Studies confirm these 
conditions lead to increased violence to women and their children.

Human trafficking is overtaking drug trafficking and is the fastest-
growing crime locally and internationally. Between 20-30 million 
people—mostly women & children are currently being trafficked. 

Women have the power to make significant change.

#NowItsUp2Me

A Need For Change
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FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY DISCLOSURE

3. WHITNEY & ROSE GLOBAL EDUCATION FUND FOR GIRLS
Education is critical to end gender-based violence. Globally, 65 million girls are not
in school. 31 million girls of primary school age are not in school. 17 million of them
will likely never attend school. (ABC News)

We will provide scholarships for college/trade school for girls that would not ordinarily
qualify in the U.S. and abroad. We will also provide scholarships for primary and
secondary schools in regions where girls are historically neglected for further
education opportunities.

2. EDUCATING THE NEXT GENERATION.
SHEROES and HEROES Leadership Training for Elementary, Middle & High School
Students.

This training helps students of all abilities to find their super powers, understand
boundaries, overcome mistakes, and respect and own their personal rights as well
as those of others. Additionally young girls will be educated in the area of finance
and business to ensure they grow to be self-sufficient to provide for their family.

YOUR SUPPORT & DONATIONS HELP FUND PROGRAMS LIKE THESE

1. RECALIBRATION & EDUCATION OF VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE.
Become a “SHERO” leadership from the Inside-Out Training.

This is core leadership training for girls & women in high-risk situations. It is designed
to prevent domestic violence, sexual assault & human trafficking and to help victims
fully understand their past, overcome their shame, and rewrite their story to become
leaders with a bright future.
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Why SHEROES?

We are Women Leaders 
who have come together 
after overcoming trauma 
and tragedy amongst 
ourselves our daughters, 
sisters, friends and 
associates.

Who better to help women RISE above tragedy, create 
education and positive change than a victim who has 

risen to overcome adversity? 
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How Can We Help?

We are a Movement! We produce public events to create 
awareness, empower victims and enable them to become victors 
over trauma.

We initiate protective legislation and life-saving devices for 
victims of assault and trafficking. Our powerful initiatives are also 
all about PREVENTION.

We do not reinvent the wheel. We are collaborators. We work 
with men, women and organizations world-wide, both public and 
private.  We are nonpartisan. 

We are every race, religion, gender, party and creed. Together we 
create change. 

SHEROES United 
provides education, 
training, mentoring, 
and leadership 
opportunities to help 
women rise so they 
can give back.
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Who Do We Serve?

v Victims of Human Trafficking
v Victims of Domestic Violence
v Women Veterans & first responders
v Women transitioning out of prison
v Girls in danger of going to prison
v Pregnant teenage mothers
v Women needing leadership 

training in war-torn areas (Sudan, 
Congo & Syria)

v Refugee populations of women & 
children

v Girls escaping female genital 
mutilation and early marriage
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Our Collaborators
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SUE MELKE

Sue Melke is a Humanitarian at heart. The I Am a
Superwoman campaign was born out of Sue’s
commitment to further Human Rights and her
deep desire to create a community call that could
empower women to #SayNo to #MeToo.

Sue presented her vision for the campaign to
Commander Celeste Gleave and the Board of
SHEROES United. They were unanimous in their
approval and immediately signed on as Co-
Producers. The rest is Herstory!

FOUNDER, PRESIDENT & CEO OF MELKE BRANDING

Sue Melke has always been recognized by leading experts in the Entertainment & Corporate
arenas as one of the most forward thinking Branding minds in the country. Sue has worked
with hundreds of brands including Procter & Gamble, Amex, Coca Cola and Beyonce and is
considered an innovator of branded consumer promotions that merge media assets and IP to
the corporate dollar.

At the age of 20 Sue was coordinating media campaigns and publicity for actors including
Academy award-winners, Helen Mirren, Daniel Day Lewis and Colin Firth and directors
including Academy Award-winners, Kenneth Brannagh, Mike Leigh & Spike Lee. Two years
later she opened her own company. During her 30 years as a CEO, Sue has amassed an
unparalleled understanding of product branding, production and marketing and is a well
regarded producer of consumer engagement marketing campaigns that inevitably result in
mass public awareness.

In 2015 Sue produced the award-winning She4Me, a Marriage Equality music video PSA. The
video has been viewed more than 4 million times on YouTube and has been translated into
many languages. She4Me is considered the most successful program in Marriage Equality
USA’s history and Sue was honored with an award for her work.

Sue is currently working on other projects that address world hunger, human trafficking, the
spread of airborne diseases and providing affordable prescription medications in the United
States.

PRODUCER
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When the suicide and homeless rates of women
veterans skyrocketed, Celeste Gleave knew she had
to do something to help heal and change existing
systems for women warriors and victims of violence.
She used her considerable business and government
clout to build something extraordinary through
SHEROES United.

Forbes Magazine requested to profile her in an
upcoming Issue "Most Powerful Women" in the U.S.,
and Celeste asked Forbes instead to honor her board
for their contributions and tireless efforts in the crises
women are facing in the world.

COMMANDER CELESTE GLEAVE
FOUNDER, PRESIDENT & CEO, SHEROES UNITED

Celeste has won countless awards, the most recent being “Global Leader Award” by Arts for
Peace. Women’s Leadership Live named Celeste “An Outstanding Leader for Vision, Dedication
and Commitment to Excellence.” She was selected by the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon
and MAJCOM Warner Robins to serve as a Civic Leader to the USAFR and the civilian
community, working directly aside the Joint Chiefs in Honorary Three-Star Status. She was the
Chairwoman for "Go Red for Women" with the AHA. She is one of few featured leaders in the
current Social Studies and History Book "Utah Journey" for Utah Schools as a pioneer for
Industry in Utah alongside impressive leaders & innovators.

Celeste is both an International and community leader. She has been asked to bring a Global
Women’s Summit to Europe to address issues of domestic violence, sexual assault and human
trafficking, as well as to groom leaders for NextGen. She was selected as the success story at
the National SBA Conference and her business was seen at the NASDAQ closing bell.

Celeste has also served on several White House committees for small business. She has
worked with GOED and other state groups. She currently sits on numerous boards. The National
Association of Women Business Owners (NAWBO) named Celeste the Woman Business Owner
of The Year. Later this year she will announce a special award that she will be honored with by
the White House where her portrait will hang indefinitely. Celeste leads with her heart and she is
affectionately known as “the Commander” amongst her tribe of global leaders. She is committed
to advancing women in all walks of life.

PRODUCER
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BRIDGET COOK BURCH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SHEROES UNITED 

When Bridget, a sexual and domestic trauma survivor,
discovered that there were more slaves today than at
any time in human history, she knew it was time to
make a dramatic difference. She joined Celeste in the
founding of SHEROES United as a powerful way to
create thrivers out of victims.

Bridget Cook-Burch is the New York Times and Wall
Street Journal bestselling author best known for her
riveting tales of transformation. As a leader, storyteller,
trainer and global humanitarian, her powerful work
has been showcased on Oprah, CNN, Good
Morning America, Dateline, Dr. Phil & in People
Magazine.

In addition, she has owned and operated several companies in Utah and Colorado, including a
multi-million dollar trucking company. Bridget now mentors hundreds of authors per year, and
has been nationally recognized with several outstanding business awards.

As the Executive Director of SHEROES United, Bridget was recently awarded “Iconic Leader of
the Decade Envisioning a United World” from All Ladies League in New Delhi, India. She has
also been writing, developing and implementing initiatives to end violence against women—in
particular, abolishing human trafficking. Her prevention training is being implemented in
women’s prisons & high-risk programs, as well as being made available to single moms,
refugees, the homeless, battered women’s shelters & schools.

Proud mother of four beautifully talented children, she has a stinkin’ cute grandson and a
SHEROES’ Hero for a husband. Bridget has rapidly become an internationally sought-after
speaker and activist, wowing audiences on the subjects of radical transformation, conscious
business, and how to leave the footprints of an inspired legacy. You will find her actively involved
with SHEROES United initiatives regionally and nationally, while personally involved in global
humanitarian work in India, Kenya, the DRC Congo and Europe while growing the organization
to literally and effectively reach millions of women to BE the change.

PRODUCER
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LEESA CLARK - PRICE
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS, SHEROES UNITED  

Leesa has always been attracted to movements that
motivate the masses towards lasting change and
transformation. In addition to having been a highly
successful business woman for over three decades, she
also has been part of some of the most moving social
causes known in our nation’s history. Before joining the
board of SHEROES United, Leesa played a pivotal role
on several boards in business, universities and
nonprofits; one of her favorites being The Statue of
Responsibility. Leesa became the Exec. Director of the
Responsibility Foundation with its mission to build a
300-ft monument,inspired by Viktor Frankl and sculpted

by world-renowned sculptor Gary Lee Price. Meant to book-end the Statue of Liberty but on the
west coast, it is a reminder of the need for both freedom AND personal accountability of each
citizen—something Leesa remains passionate about.

Despite being widowed at a very young age, and facing many trials as a single mother in
business, Leesa worked her way up into the world, developing strong, vibrant leadership for
women’s empowerment, which attracted her to SHEROES United. Leesa has been a top real
estate agent for over 27 years. She is currently an Associate Broker with Berkshire Hathaway
Home Services Elite Real Estate and has served in many leadership positions within the real
estate community, including President of Utah County Women’s Council of Realtors & as a board
member of the Utah County Realtors Association. Leesa is an author, artist, and motivational
speaker and was honored in 2016 with an award for her leadership amongst women at the
W.E.F. (Women’s Economic Forum) in New Delhi, India. At this time she was also invited to
speak from the stage before women leaders from over 170 countries around the world.

Leesa started her own clothing line shortly after she was widowed. “UNEEKS by Leesa”
subsequently lead to her own store in a prestigious mall, where she had the honor to employ
over 30 women. It was the beginning of her journey to empower other women, something she
remains passionate about today. When she is not traveling the world with her husband, Gary Lee
Price, she enjoys facilitating women’s retreats in her tipi and spending time with their 9 children
and 13 grandchildren.

PRODUCER
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BARBARA NIVEN
PRODUCER, ACTRESS & MEDIA COACH

Barbara Niven is one of Hollywood’s busiest actresses.
During her 30 year career she has appeared in more
than 100 film and TV roles, and over 2500 TV & radio
commercials. She also served 3 years on the National
Board of Directors for the Screen Actors Guild.

Barbara is currently in production opposite Treat
Williams, Diane Ladd & Jesse Metcalfe in Season 3
of the #1-rated Hallmark Channel primetime
series Chesapeake Shores, and is set to star in the
upcoming series Crossword Puzzle Mysteries for
Hallmark Movies & Mysteries.

She was also a regular on Hallmark’s Cedar Cove, and guest starred in the final season of NBC’s
Emmy Award-winning Parks & Recreation. Her performance as Marilyn Monroe in HBO’s The Rat
Pack continues to garner praise as “one of the Top 3 portrayals of the blonde icon on Film & TV”.
Barbara won the Indie Best Actress award for her inspired performance in the feature film A
Perfect Ending, and a Best Supporting Actress award for her role in the film Hamlet’s Ghost which
opened at the Cannes Film Festival.

Barbara has gained international acclaim as Hollywood’s Top Media Trainer and Video Marketing
Coach. She created her ground-breaking Unleash Your Star Power!™ system as a way to share
her professional skills and secrets with others. Her clients include business owners,
professionals, CEOs, entrepreneurs, hosts, speakers, authors, and anyone who wants to
makeover their professional image. Barbara coaches and directs them on-camera to hone their
message, speak in sound bites, overcome fear, build confidence and use video and public
speaking to dominate their niche. Training is also available through her online academy.

Niven is also a Celebrity Speaker and best-selling author. Business and motivational topics
include Unleash Your Star Power!, Be a Video Marketing Superstar, ACT As If and Live Your
Dreams! She shares her struggle with bulimia in Eating Disorders & Pressures to be Perfect and
has appeared on national TV talk shows to empower others who are struggling.

Barbara feels blessed to be living her crazy acting dream, and is passionate about using her
success to inspire and help others achieve their goals. Her motto? “Don’t settle for less than
wonderful in your life. Live your passion. Connect to your purpose. Make a difference. And… don’t
give up five minutes before the miracle!”

PRODUCERBarbara Niven
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NATASHA WARD
CASTING DIRECTOR & PRODUCER

Natasha Ward, CSA has nearly 15 years of
experience casting a wide scope of media from
award winning feature films, television, short films,
digital series, commercials, theater and
reality. Working with all the major studios and
networks on hits including box office smash “The
Perfect Match”, to independent films like "Kicks"
starring Oscar winner Mahershala Ali,
and "Brotherly Love" starring Keke Palmer and
Cory Hardrict. Most recently, her feature film "A
Boy, A Girl, A Dream" starring Omari Hardwick and
Meagan Good, which was shot in 1 day and in 1
single take, was selected at 2018 Sundance Film
Festival.

After casting over a hundred different projects, as well as receiving multiple awards in her field -
Natasha marked her directorial debut with the short film “MINE” which is currently showcasing in
film festivals nationwide.

In 2016 she began to explore the realms of producing with the SXSW premiered film “9 Rides”,
the first feature film to be shot entirely on an iPhone 6s and in 4k.

Natasha is a member of the Casting Society of America (CSA) and continues to use her
experience to improve the industry, serving as an acting coach, providing workshops for aspiring
actors, and traveling with lectures and classes for the next generation.

You can keep up with Natasha Ward’s current projects and initiatives by following
@NatashaWardCast and www.natashawardcasting.com.

CASTING DIRECTOR & CO-PRODUCER
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LEN GIBSON
PRODUCER & FOUNDER, PVIFF

For more than 17 years Len has been a writer,
producer and director in the film and television
industry. Len started out as an intern for Spike Lee’s
40 Acres & A Muleand since then worked for networks
such as MTV, A&E, HBO and more. An abbreviated list
of Len’s projects: Def Poetry Jam (HBO), Anatomy of
Love and Coming Correct.

In 2000, he launched GIPP. Museums, Inc. The
acronym stands for Getting Into People’s Perspectives,
a philosophy that drives both the African American
Cinema Museum and the Hispanic Cinema Gallery.

With Gibson’s guidance, the museums completed national tours of 20 states and 50 cities. Most
importantly, each of these museums crosses a new boundary. these multimedia exhibits
unearthed & showcased the unsung contributions of African Americans and Hispanics to cinema.

In 2003, the first South Carolina Black Family Reunion was developed and directed by Gibson.
By bringing together personalities like writer Omar Tyree, actor-author Vince Paul, and musical
artists, the Wu Tang Clan, he showcased the current diversity within the black entertainment
community. In 2006, Gibson produced the first Sweet Auburn International Film Festival which
took “Celebrating Cultures in Motion” as its apt subtitle. The film festival was attached to the
largest festival in the South East, world renowned Sweet Auburn Springfest. Gibson and his team
rebranded the festival and created the Peachtree Village International Film Festival (PVIFF)
which debuted in 2009.

Currently Gibson is on development with a new exciting action drama entitled “Vendetta.” Gibson
has also recently partnered with a new production equipment rental and office and event space
entitled Cinema Park in Atlanta where in plans to bring more studio and independent productions
to the city.

Len Gibson’s own words point our attention to what is still to be accomplished: “Through creative
thinking, dreaming and turning that dream into a reality, we can make a positive difference in the
world.”

CO-PRODUCER
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DISCLAIMER: The products and brands featured herein are pictured as examples of work produced by Melke Branding and are not intended to
represent an endorsement by the individual companies or Celebrities unless otherwise noted. All logos and Celebrity images are the respective
property of the companies and Celebrities that they identify. This document © 2018 Melke Branding & SHEROES United.

TAKE THE SUPERWOMAN PLEDGE. BECOME A SHERO!

Sue Melke: 310.595.4114
Sue@MelkeBranding.com

MelkeBranding.com

CONTACT US FOR MORE  INFO


